
Identity Management Suite

Unfocused Identity Governance 
and Administration (IGA) Efforts 
Put Organizations at Risk

In addition to the day-to-day tasks IT 

professionals tackle each day, they also 

face the titanic challenges associated with 

Identity Governance and Administration 

(IGA): too many identities and directories; 

inconsistent password policies across 

systems; diverse, time-consuming auditing 

processes; too much repetitive manual work; 

and an ever-increasing need to stay on top 

of compliance regulations. One misstep 

makes an organization vulnerable to costly 

risk that can jeopardize its brand, reputation 

and intellectual property.

Meet compliance regulations. Mitigate risk. 

Unify IGA operations.

Incorporate innovation to reinvent your IAM strategy
Today’s organizations understand that innovative, strategic business technology 

effects change in business processes and consequently transforms the way an 

organization runs. No place is innovation and business technology a better fit than in 

identity and access management. It is here that organizations can optimize business 

processes, stay on top of regulatory requirements, and mitigate the continuous risks 

that threaten the very essence of an organization.

The Avatier Identity Management Suite (AIMS) blends innovation with business 

technology to spark a revolution in Identity Governance and Administration (IGA). 

From its unique user-provisioning IT Store, to its time and cost-saving self-service 

model in password management, to its advanced functionality in access certification 

and auditing, AIMS delivers a number of strategic benefits to meet compliance and 

governance requirements, improve information security, and optimize overall IT 

operations. Second to none in innovation, Avatier gives you the tools you need to 

reinvent your IGA strategy.

Avatier Identity Management Suite
Mitigate risk with absolute control and convenience.

www.avatier.com



Architecture • Applications • Languages
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Built for functionality 

The AIMS service-oriented identity 

management framework is 

designed with functionality in mind. 

Characterized by fast installation, 

easy configuration and minimal 

ongoing support, the AIMS 

architecture exposes your existing 

infrastructure as business services 

that can be used in new, flexible and 

more meaningful ways.

Unlimited App Support.
SAP, PeopleSoft, and JD Edwards, Oracle? We support those apps. Salesforce, 

NetSuite, Google Apps, SuccessFactors, Microsoft Lync? We support those 

apps too. In fact, whether enterprise, in-house or cloud, AIMS supports any 

app you can think of. Our more than 90 connectors out of the box see to

it that you’re covered.

Pick a Language. Any Language.
AIMS includes out-of-the-box support for 30 languages, meeting your needs for 

language diversity in today’s global organizations. If your preferred language is not 

on our list, make a request for it. We will accommodate.

We cover your apps

We’re international

One suite framework.
Avatier Identity and Risk Management Suite. 

www.avatier.com



Ticketing • Time to Value
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You Click It. We Ticket.
Despite the ease-of-use inherent to AIMS, we understand that questions pop up. That’s 

why Avatier offers integrated help desk ticketing for all tasks. Open your own support 

case online and get the help you need to tackle whatever it is that stands between you 

and IGA bliss.

It’s payback time 
Who else can guarantee a 

measurable payback from your 

IGA implementation in fewer 

than 60 days? No one. AIMS is 

set up, configured and tested in 

less than a day and no client-side 

installation. With Avatier, your 

organization is quickly and easily 

set on the path to operational 

efficiency, enhanced security 

and the lowest total cost of 

ownership. 

www.avatier.com

Operational savings, realized.
Delivering operational services with a “business process first, technology second” 

mindset empowers an organization’s IT investments to truly live up to their promise. 

Operational services must be executed with a focus on staying in tune with your 

business as it changes.



Suite Features

800-609-8610 North America
+44 (0) 207 877 1807 EMEA
+61 (0) 2 9959 1047 APAC
www.avatier.com
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IGA Unification, Efficiency and Security

Avatier, the identity management innovation leader, offers a unified 
Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) solution that lowers 
costs and risks. The Avatier Identity Management Suite (AIMS) 
automates workflow for user provisioning, access governance, service 
catalog, and password management operations. AIMS delivers the 
security benefits your organization requires for risk prevention. It 
streamlines business operations for greater efficiency to lower costs 
impacting your bottom line.

AIMS features SSO for IGA access, SMS strong authentication for 
self-service password reset, patented IT store intelligence for user 
provisioning, and revolutionary risk mitigation throughout. The 
Avatier identity manager assigns risk values based on systems, access 
privileges and business user accounts. Avatier’s Risk Radar™ gives 
a holistic view of an identity’s enterprise risk. It looks beyond mere 
access to include assets and business attributes to determine risk 
scores and automate alerts.

Identity Enforcer™ uses a shopping cart experience with 
patented IT store intelligence for provisioning access, assets 
and assignment.

Compliance Auditor™ revolutionizes the way enterprises 
conduct access certification audits by enabling business 
users to participate in reviews.

Service Catalog™ visually represents items in an IT service 
catalog and determines a risk scores based on historical and 
real-time data.

Single Sign-On™ bundles single sign-on (SSO), password 
policy enforcement, self-service password reset and two-
factor authentication in one system. 

Features

Innovative Identity Management Delivered
Avatier is a leading provider of enterprise IGA solutions. Avatier Identity Management Suite (AIMS) is defining the future by enabling business line managers to take control 

of the identity lifecycle and reduce risks through patented IT storefront technology and the first provisioning approval iPad application. Avatier solutions dramatically 

decreases time to value and maximize operational efficiency in regard to managing passwords, provisioning users and complying with regulatory requirements.

ROI Calculator. 
During the evaluation process, let our
identity experts prepare a hard dollar customized 
cost savings justification for your team. We are 
so confident in our savings formulas that we 
built them right into our technology. Once in 
production our product usage will prove its 
value daily.

Branding. 
Customize everything from text, images and 
even CSS style sheets without any coding. 
Simply export any language text to XML or 
a spreadsheet.  Modify it. Upload it. It is that 
easy to customize text.  All graphical images 
are all stored in one directory for simplicity.

Scalability. 
Support identity governance and 
administration unification without impacting 
your end users, network and systems. Give 
your end users fast response time with 
load balancer support. Scale the solution 
by continually adding more servers at no 
additional cost. Keep your disaster recovery 
team satisfied with database cluster support 
for all repositories.

Delegated System Administration.
What good is an access control solution if 
it cannot limit access to itself? Limit access 
your marketing branding team gets to your 
enterprise identity management system. 
Control who can change the user identity 
mapping file. Avatier Identity Management 
Suite is enterprise ready for real world 
operational challenges.

Tamper Detection.
Get notified when your identity databases are 
edited. Your auditors depend on its accuracy. 
Your Service Desk staff uses it routinely. Your 
employees shop for access daily through it. 
Tamper Detection gives your organization 
the assurance that mission critical audit data 
is accurate and safe.


